
Eurobox - 40706
The sturdy and lightweight transportation and storage 
solution with distinctive blue corners and a 
comprehensive range of accessories.

Product description
Blue stacking corners of impact-resistant plastic 
ensure safe stacking.
The all-round foamed seal in the lid is highly durable 
and offers protection against dust and water 
splashes.
A whole host of quality features ensure the product 
is sturdy and has a long service life, including fully 
welded profiles, corner beads and full rivets.
Ergonomic handling due to ZARGES Comfort handles 
(load capacity of 50 kg) and ZARGES Comfort 
fasteners with extremely long service life.
Peripheral foamed seal in the lid for protection 
against dust and splashwater.
Fitted with two sturdy lid holding straps.
ZARGES Comfort fastener for ergonomic operation 
and an extremely long service life.
ZARGES Comfort handles for ergonomic handling and 
loads of up to 50 kg.
Solid workmanship for a long service life and the 
highest stacking and carrying loads with low dead 
weight.
Matched to pallet dimensions according to DIN 15 
141.
Sturdy aluminium universal box.
Profile-section joints fully welded.
High degree of resistance to corrosion thanks to 
stainless steel fittings.
Corner beads for additional dimensional stability.
Edge, lid and base profile frames made of fully 
welded aluminium sections for high stability.
Fasteners can be retrofitted with additional spring 
protection against bursting open.
Snap fasteners: can be secured with a plug lock, lead 
seals, protection against bursting open or a padlock 
(max. shackle thickness 6 mm).

Product features
Colour of the stacking corners: blue
Corner beading: Yes
Fasteners: Comfort fasteners
Handles: Sprung drop handles
Integrated wheels: No
Internal dimensions L x W x H: 750 mm × 550 mm × 580 

Hints and special features
Clearance dimensions approx. 30 mm less than inside 
dimensions.
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mm
Material: Aluminium
Material of the stacking corners: Plastic
Outside dimensions L x W x H: 800 mm × 600 mm × 610 
mm
Peripheral beading: No
Seal: foamed lid seal
Stacking corners: Yes
Volume: 239 l
Weight: 8.9 kg

Accessories and spare parts
Image Order number Name Type

41820 Lid pocket Accessory
41821 Lid pocket Accessory
40626 Attaché insert Accessory
40627 Toolbag Accessory
41831 Inside pocket with 

crosswise divider
Accessory

43878 Foam lining Accessory
40736 Pick 'n' Pluck foam set Accessory
43856 Pick 'n' Pluck foam set Accessory
40832 Lock Set Accessory
40833 Lock Set Accessory
46989 Shackle lock Accessory
46789 TSA shackle lock Accessory
375891 Anchoring cable, 

stainless steel
Accessory

41838 Anchoring cable, 
stainless steel

Accessory
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